Do quiescent arachnoid cysts alter CNS functional organization?: A fMRI and morphometric study.
To investigate whether congenital and clinically quiescent arachnoid cysts (AC) in the left temporal fossa alter the functional organization of adjacent cortices. fMRI mapping was applied in five right-handed asymptomatic patients to determine the functional organization of language. Moreover, morphometry was performed in each patient to gain the size of cortical surface areas and cortical thickness values in the neighboring brain adjacent to the AC and explicitly in the left opercular region. Four patients showed a clear left hemisphere language dominance regardless of the cyst size; a mixed laterality of language organization was found in the remaining patient. An interesting dissociation of morphometric data was assessed when comparing strongly language-related cortices in the inferior frontal gyrus with the entire neighboring cortices. Morphometry in the neighboring brain regions of the AC showed 1) overall reduced cortical surface areas and 2) a decrease in cortical thickness compared to the homologous right side. However, the surface area of the fronto-opercular region in the left inferior frontal gyrus-i.e., the pars triangularis and the pars opercularis-was larger on the left as compared to the right side. Both structures have earlier been identified to represent the morphologic substrate of language dominance in the left hemisphere. Arachnoid cysts do not disturb the normal asymmetry of hemisphere language organization despite delicate locations adjacent to the left inferior frontal gyrus.